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ABSTRACT:In modern and current information-oriented world, knowledge management plays main
function and important role in organizations and society, because employing this concept leads to
make capability in organizations till more impart from their intellectual precedence. In fact, knowledge
management can know a system is implicating special proficiency and this proficiency don’t find in
almost organization. On half of, today with consideration in there is a competition between different
organizations and societies and so movement toward technological and technical world, persons are
win that can her or his proficiency and knowledge apply as creativity and creature in all arenas and
its precept that knowledge management can play role toward it. In this paper also, after express a
series of generalizations and illustration, we introduce definitions of knowledge management,
importance of knowledge management, entrepreneur, kinds of entrepreneur and relationship with
knowledge management, some knowledge management tools and we present cases for suggestion
for different organizations in order to achieve main thing.
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INTRODUCTION

Today knowledge and information changed to determinant factor in success and competition power in
organizations and knowledge management introduced as a finally organization subjects in knowledge
management. Our environs world is fast developing and inconceivable and in this vanguard world, nations and
societies are that should monitor understanding speed and his or her interaction with environs world and they
accommodate her or his science and knowledge with up-to-date knowledge. If society can move in step with
today world, certainly it will take merits from development and if it cannot increase self-speed, as a matter of
fact it will aside other societies and it will stay at seclusion. Management connoisseurs and theoreticians are
agree with subject that, acquisition competition merit is single criteria that superiority in organizations show than
others that with consideration to current full change and complex in organization can guarantee their
insolubility, that it gives better products and service than other competitors and by this way, itincrease
competition merit and they show superiority own than other organizations (Pakseresht,2003).
Today, the most part of big organizations understand that for cause their human force experiences and skills
will be success and not for mechanical and physical systems and if can’t enhance the proficiency and science
level in labors, in fact they will earmark from global market. Knowledge management has more merits for
organizations that among them can point to improving work quality, accessibility updated information,
increasing proficiency, improving impressionable, improving decision making, increasing capability for
responding into customers needs, increasing capability for responding to fundamental needs and
developmental country and possibility change and fast adaptive (Adli,2005). In this paper is tried to meantime
definition Knowledge management and entrepreneur, the role of those studies in improving proficiency and
impressionable in organization.

Problem statement and the importance of it
Today knowledge is success an inseparable part in organizations. If carefully evaluate change process and
knowledge evolutions in contemporary society, this main result obtained that today ultra-industrial society, it is a
informational society that invigorative technologies(invigorate-thou technologies)replacement with knowledge-
thou  technologies, gradually(Ahmad Pourdariani,2002).Thus, Knowledge management is main subject from
itself (knowledge) that we follow or track in organizations till making clear and explaining how convert
information and personal and organizational studied to personal and group Knowledge and skills(Tavallaee,
2009). Hence, organizations should make environment for unity, transformation and contrast knowledge among


